Repeatable approaches to work with scientific uncertainty and advance climate change adaptation in US national parks
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Introduction
Managers and scientists widely acknowledge climate change as one of the greatest threats to protected areas in the US and worldwide (Gross et al. 2016). The US National Park Service (NPS) began addressing climate change as early as the 1990s, and in 2010 NPS Director Jonathan Jarvis stated that “climate change is fundamentally the greatest threat to the integrity of our national parks that we have ever experienced” (NPS 2010). Today, parks throughout the NPS system experience impacts of human-caused climate change (e.g., Monahan and Fisichelli 2014; Gonzalez 2018) that threaten iconic park resources. Climate-related impacts include: melting glaciers (e.g., Glacier National Park, Kenai Fjords National Park; Burgess et al. 2013); thermokarst formation effects on archaeological sites (Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve; Gaglioti et al. 2016); loss of Joshua trees (e.g., Joshua Tree National Park; Sweet et al. 2019); and sea-level rise threatening historic lighthouses (e.g., Cape Hatteras National Seashore; Schupp et al. 2015), historic artifacts (Anderson et al. 2017), and seaside forts (e.g., Dry Tortugas National Park; Schupp et al. 2015). Droughts, heat waves, floods, smoke, and fires associated with increasing temperatures and altered hydrological regimes now routinely affect park resources and visitors, and these impacts are in no way unique to US parks—protected area managers worldwide are challenged to rapidly adapt their management to address ongoing and projected climate change.

NPS established its Climate Change Response Program (CCRP) in 2009 to support climate-informed management for all resources,1 assets, and values across the US national park system. However, this system of over 400 individual park units is immense and diverse, and therefore requires an efficient, repeatable, and customizable process for developing adaptation strategies. Through numerous collaborations with park managers, planners, climate scientists, scenario experts, and others, CCRP has refined methods for developing and applying climate futures and scenarios to support national park management (NPS 2013; Star et al. 2016). Here, we describe a range of scenario-based approaches that range from simple to complex, and can be adopted and widely used to support climate change adaptation for parks and other protected areas.

Using climate change scenarios to support adaptation in US national parks
Scenarios are an important tool to support management strategies and decisions in situations of consequential and irreducible uncertainty, and their application is called scenario planning. Scenario planning has a rich history of use by industry and the military (van der Heijden 1997), and more recently in conservation and climate change adaptation (Peterson et al. 2003; Rowland et al. 2014). It is a flexible tool that is useful for understanding potential climate change implications and uncertainties by using a structured process to examine a range of possible futures that managers may face (IPBES 2016). It also provides a foundation...
for adaptation, including conducting vulnerability assessments and updating current management goals and strategies to ensure feasibility and effectiveness. The purpose of scenario planning is to consider not just what is thought to be most likely, but instead to challenge and move beyond preconceived notions about the future and consider the full range of plausible conditions so that management decisions are better informed and actions are more likely to succeed (Figure 1; NPS 2013). Scenario planning has wide potential application in resource management planning and decisionmaking, including not just addressing climate uncertainties but also others of consequence.

When engaging with parks to support resource management decisions, CCRP works iteratively with park staff and resource experts to (1) create climate futures from climate model projections; (2) develop climate-resource scenarios based on climate futures; and (3) use these scenarios to inform decisionmaking (Figure 2). The number of park resources addressed in a climate change scenario effort can range from a single, highly consequential resource to a broad set of resources (see case studies below). Scenarios developed from these engagements also span a range of depth—from general implications to full vulnerability assessments.

**Development of climate futures and scenarios**

It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.

—Yogi Berra

Successful resource management requires anticipating the future as much as possible, but climate change is inherently complex and frequently impossible to reduce to a single useful forecast. The best available sources of information to support climate change adaptation are projections made by general circulation models (GCMs), which use scientific understanding of Earth’s climate system to predict future climatic conditions under multiple plausible levels of greenhouse gas emissions (emissions pathways are defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as representative concentration pathways, or RCPs; IPCC 2014). Because our understanding of Earth’s climate is incomplete, multiple GCMs produced by various institutions worldwide provide differing—yet plausible—projections of future climate.

To work with model- and emissions-related uncertainties, we developed a standardized, quantitative method for expressing the range of individual model projections for a particular park in terms of a limited set of discrete climate futures. The method is designed for rapid implementation and ease of interpretation, with opportunities to tailor the approach to a park’s planning needs. We use a modified quadrant approach (Rowland et al. 2014) in which we plot each projection, in terms of degree of change relative to a historical baseline, on one or more two-dimensional plots with axes representing key climate variables (Figure 3). Changes in key climate variables are averaged over a future period relevant for park management decisions (i.e., typically 10–40 years out). Then, quantile limits are used to group GCM/RCP projections into ranges for these variables (black box, center of Figure 3). Projections representing the more extreme ends may be grouped into nominal categories representing projection divergence, such as “Warm” vs. “Hot” for temperature, and “Dry” vs. “Wet” for precipitation. This method of using the GCMs to produce the climate futures was derived from an approach pioneered by the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (Lee et al. 2015).

The purpose of defining climate futures is to consider plausible changes in climate variables so that potential effects on resources may be anticipated, and adaptation strategies developed. Certain components of climate future development require expert judgment. For example, we may choose to focus on a subset of divergent futures that are most relevant for a particular park, such as by comparing the “Warm Wet” with the “Hot Dry” climate future in a park where water scarcity is, or may become, a key issue. We may also define climate futures using climate variables tailored to specific resources, particularly when developing more targeted...
or detailed scenarios. Furthermore, for some applications it may be more appropriate to consider individual projections representing the “most extreme” futures as opposed to considering (less divergent) multi-projection averages. Selecting individual projections requires expert assessment of model suitability for a particular planning purpose, geographic location, and climate variable.

Although the CCRP approach is standardized, it is not static—climate change science continues to advance and parks continue to present new management concerns and climate vulnerabilities. We therefore iteratively improve our methods for calculating climate variables (e.g., in response to improved downscaling and bias correction methodologies) and expand our set of derived climate variables (e.g., number of freeze–thaw cycles/year, which is relevant to historical structures; Schuurman et al. 2019). Updating methods for calculating variables enhances our ability to address new vulnerabilities and enrich scenario relevance to park concerns.

---

**FIGURE 2.** Full process of using climate-resource scenarios to support climate change adaptation. The process includes the development of climate futures, addition of resource implications to create climate-resource scenarios, and, ultimately, application in decision making. An example from the Devils Tower National Monument scenario planning process illustrates steps in the process (gray box; also see case study below).

**FIGURE 3.** Climate futures plot demonstrating divergence among projections of average annual precipitation and temperature, relative to a historical baseline. Dashed lines indicate the mean value of all projections for each axis and the box indicates a central tendency, in that it includes projections inside of the 25th and 75th percentiles for both axes. For each climate future, the average of all projections in those quadrants is represented by a star, and the most extreme projection in the quadrant (i.e., that with the greatest change in precipitation or temperature relative to the average of all projections) is indicated by a black circle.

**FIGURE 5.** Changes in climate means centered on 2065 (2050–2080) relative to historical period (1950–2000) by GCM run.
In the case studies below we describe a flexible approach to climate future and scenario development that can be tailored to address park managers’ needs.

**Scenario-based vulnerability assessment for Big Bend National Park**

On one end of the spectrum is a scenario planning activity focused on a specific location, resource issue, and management question. Responding to a technical assistance request from staff at Big Bend National Park (BIBE), CCRP evaluated changing climate conditions to provide supporting information for water development decisions in the Chisos Basin. The basin is one of the most visited areas of BIBE, given that its high elevation offers milder temperatures and the developed area there contains a visitor center, general store, lodge, and the only restaurant in the park. Over the past 10 years, Oak Spring, the current (and sole) water source for the basin, experienced intermittent drought-related reductions in flow, which in turn led to a need for water conservation measures by concession operators and visitors. Infrastructure supporting the acquisition and delivery of water from Oak Spring to the basin is also aging and BIBE plans to replace/repair this 1950s-era drinking water system in fiscal year 2022 at an estimated cost of $8–10 million. Before proceeding with the redevelopment of Oak Spring, park staff contacted CCRP to evaluate the implications of a changing climate on it. Park staff wished to analyze how changing climate conditions could affect the reliability of this water source, which depends in large part on annual precipitation for recharge.

Using a statistical model relating local precipitation to Oak Spring discharge, we developed quantitative projections of Oak Spring flow intended to bracket the plausible range of conditions from “best-case” to “worst-case” climate projections. Flows below a threshold of 20 gallons per minute (gpm) challenge BIBE operations in the Chisos developed area, and may invoke a drought conservation plan. We analyzed climate projections against this threshold, focused on two extreme projections of plausible climate futures (i.e., a Warm Wet and Hot Dry future). These two projections met our overall scenario selection criteria (i.e., plausible, relevant, divergent), essentially providing a “no surprises” examination of potential conditions that may affect water availability at Oak Spring. Using the model relating precipitation to Oak Spring flow, we examined how precipitation projections under each climate future may change the spring’s flows. We centered the analysis on the 2060s (2050–2080) because park staff identified this period as most relevant to their decisions.

Under the (best-case) Warm Wet scenario, climate projections for the 2060s indicate that both annual precipitation and the extremes of precipitation increase (i.e., the highs will be higher, and the lows generally lower). Although the total amount of precipitation increases under the Warm Wet scenario, the average number of months per decade where Oak Spring falls below 20 gpm remains similar to the historical (1950–2000) average. This is due to the increasing precipitation variability projected under this scenario, which oscillates between years with high annual precipitation relative to the historical period followed by relatively low-precipitation years.

Under the (worst-case) Hot Dry scenario, 2060s projections indicate the number of months per decade in which Oak Spring flows fall below 20 gpm is more than double the historical average (a statistically significant increase from 14 months per decade to 33 months per decade). For reference, Oak Spring fell below the 20-gpm threshold during 35 months over the observed period from 2007–2017, in large part reflecting the hydrological drought of 2012. Under this scenario, the reliability of Oak Spring as a water source may be especially compromised.

This evaluation explored plausible scenarios of climate change to assess implications for the future projected discharge of a critical water supply in BIBE. Accurately forecasting the most probable climate future is impossible, thus the tool of scenario development and analysis assists decisionmaking: by evaluating different scenarios of plausible and divergent conditions suggested in climate change scenarios, managers can stress-test water development decisions related to Oak Spring, while considering how climatic changes influence long-term reliability of this water source.

Considering the scenario information in concert with other factors, park management decided to undertake measures to proactively enhance reliability of Oak Spring as a water source into the future (B. Krumenaker, BIBE superintendent, personal communication). These measures include work to (1) use water more efficiently; (2) improve infrastructure to decrease water loss due to leaks; and (3) increase the storage capacity of water tanks that temporarily store Oak Spring water, so that it is available in drought periods. A full report is being prepared (Lawrence and Runyon 2019).

**Informing resource stewardship planning with climate futures**

Our “scenario-light” approach is the most basic application of climate change scenarios to support adapta-
The scenario-light approach is useful for reducing the daunting volume of climate change information into two or three credible, easily understood stories about future climates. Using this approach, we can compare historical observations to projections for best- and worst-case futures. As an example, for the Bandelier National Monument RSS, we used our simple water balance model to calculate changes in soil moisture and drought. Model projections showed that plant-available moisture would remain about the same only under the best-case climate future. In contrast, plant-available moisture under the worst-case future is greatly reduced, with “good years” under this future being equivalent to historical drought years. In this worst-case climate future, droughts are projected to be more severe and more frequent in just a few decades, far exceeding anything experienced in the 20th century.

These results, which emerged from a streamlined scenario-light approach, portend important changes to the park’s ecosystems and challenges to the management of vegetation, fire, and critical cultural resources. The climate futures presented helped Bandelier National Monument managers develop climate-informed goals and strategies.

**Integrating scenarios into strategic planning at Devils Tower National Monument**

The Devils Tower National Monument (DETO) 2017–2019 RSS development process—a “scenario-heavy” process—illustrates application of climate change scenario planning for the same spectrum of resources as the scenario-light RSS case study above, but with greater depth in terms of: (1) generating resource-specific climate futures; (2) developing climate–resource scenarios; and (3) integrating scenarios into the RSS process to inform decisionmaking; encompassing all activities in Figure 2. The scenario-heavy approach emphasizes understanding climate sensitivities of priority resources—i.e., the climate variables for which a change would be most consequential for the park and its management priorities—in more detail and therefore yields climate futures expressed in terms of specific aspects of climate that are tightly linked to those climate sensitivities (for details, see Schuurman et al. 2019). The scenario-heavy process also included park staff, resource experts, and climate adaptation specialists in a workshop where they developed the climate futures into robust climate–resource scenarios that included resource impacts and identified potential management responses.

By including climate–resource scenarios in the RSS process, DETO managers developed climate change-informed goals and activities that address implications...
(resource responses) common to all or most scenarios, as well as highly consequential implications unique to specific scenarios (referred to as “red flag” implications). For example, three of the four climate–resource scenarios would result in loss or severe decline of riparian forests due to changes in flooding regimes and streamflow, and managers responded to this implication by modifying their goal of improving riparian habitat to acknowledge likely changes to woodlands, including accepting the loss of cottonwoods. In contrast, under just one scenario—the wettest—woody encroachment into culturally significant meadows was anticipated, but this is a “red flag” implication because this change would be highly consequential for ethnographic resources. Therefore, DETO resource managers modified their current actions by updating their vegetation monitoring to focus more strongly on early detection of woody encroachments and shifts in the woodland–meadow boundary (for more details, see Schuurman et al. 2019).

Using variables relevant to key park resources also helps vulnerability assessments identify a broad range of ways that climate change may affect management. Although more precise analyses may be warranted for particularly high-value resources, this approach gave DETO an integrated understanding of resource vulnerability to strategically plan most management activities.

Conclusion

CCRP has supported and led numerous scenario planning efforts to help parks prepare for future conditions under climate change. As evidenced by case studies reported here, climate change scenario planning spans a range of complexity and effort, supporting analysis of multiple plausible, divergent futures in order to develop adaptation strategies. As a result, parks may identify robust management approaches that work under any future scenario (i.e., “no regrets” options), management approaches likely to be ineffective under any scenario (i.e., “no gainers”), as well as proactive approaches that specifically respond to a subset of scenarios that are highly consequential to achieving parks’ goals.

Through sustained collaborations over the past decade, CCRP developed and refined the use of climate futures and climate–resource scenarios to support repeatable, science-based climate adaptation in parks. As the program moves into its next decade, scenario planning will continue to support robust resource and facility management planning and decisions for climate change adaptation.

For more examples of CCRP scenario planning work, visit https://tinyurl.com/tmm29su.
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Endnotes

1. NPS management concerns include natural and cultural resources, facilities, and the visitor experience, and climate change scenario planning can be effective in helping managers address all of them. For brevity, we use the term “resources” throughout.

2. RCPs are often referred to as “pathways” and “scenarios” interchangeably. To avoid confusion with climate–resource scenarios, here we refer to them exclusively as “pathways.”
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